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概要 ２００６年１月２４日に打ち上げられた ALOS には、JERS-1 を継承する L-band 
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Date: 2009/02/14(Master) W1118562001-01 




Siberia Area no.1 
4 corner lat/lon 
71.21N 67.62E 71.38N 69.77E 





Date: 2009/01/28(Master) W1101515002-09 





1. Disturbance at higher latitudes 
2. Streaks at lower latitudes 




Streaks in  




Alaska 338 S (169) 2025 
S(1012.5) 
16.7% Coherence and 
phase 








1490 64500 2.5% Coherence 
phase 
電離層、SAR画像への現れ方、補正方法 





appeared in SLC 
Polarimetry BB 









not for location 


















– ２D FFT方法：但し、位相量の補正は出来ない 
 
• 位相データ 
– Split Window法（Rosen et al.) 
– Local Max-Coregistration 法（DLR） 
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where Zij is the measurement matrix, i is the transmission polarization, j is the 
reception polarization, A is the amplitude, r is the slant range, Sij is the true 
scattering matrix of the target, f1 is the channel imbalance of the transmission 
distortion matrix, f2 is that for the reception matrix, 1 (2) are the cross talks of 
























































Solutions are obtained by using Quegan’s 




































































































a ×tanW 1+ tan2W( ) - b 1- tan
4W( ) = 0
  
a = Zhv +Zvh( ) ×Zhh +Zvv( )
*
+ Zhv +Zvh( )
*
×Zhh +Zvv( )






























B ×cosy ×secq0 ×TEC
Faraday Rotation Angel (model) 
where K=2.365x104 in SI units, f is the transmission frequency (Hz), 
TEC is the total electron contents (m3/m2), B is the geomagnetic 
flux density (Tesla), y is the angle between the geomagnetic field 
vector and the radar line-of-sight (radian), q0 the incidence angle, 
and the over-bars indicate averaging.  
Bern大学のサイトより 
F.A review of ionospheric effects in low-frequency SAR — Signals, correction methods, and performance requirements  
Geoscience and Remote Sensing Symposium (IGARSS), 2010 IEEE International  
Digital Object Identifier: 10.1109/IGARSS.2010.5654258  
Causes for the stripes 
 
Scintillation in range 
 
Ion Density variation ：Azimuth shift 
Doppler Frequency：Observation target (ionosphere) 
changes the Doppler frequency. 
df
dT



































Shift in Az and rg 






































































Doppler frequency due to the media 





Electron density distribution 
Temperature 
Representative parameters for the ionosphere: 
Electron mass (m): 9.109e-31kg 
Electric charge (e): 1.602e-19 Coulomb 
Emissivity at space (e0): 8.854e-12Fm-1 
Light speed (c):299792458m-1s-1 
Angular speed:2*PAI*1.27e9s-1 
 
If we assume that dN/dT~1.0e9/m^3s-1, fde~0.2Hz at the positive slope and -
0.2Hz at the negative slope.  It vibrates in azimuth. 
Change in Doppler -> 
Azimuth shift mainly 




f : y 
  1Hz  :  13m 




Geometric evaluation using  the corner reflector. 
 
CRs in Amazon are used for the location shift and the resolution. 
2006/w 2007/w 2008/w 
Resolution Geolocation 




















Sub satellite track 
SAR and Scintillation 
Plasma Bubble 
Synthetic aperture line 
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SAR imaging (azimuth compression) is 







































Assumption on the electron density 
distribution in the bubble 
Case1 : Density jump in the ellipsoid 
Case2 : radius dependent density 




















Declination=-14.185 deg. 14.79 degrees 
Difference of the electron density should be at least 10^12~10^11. 
    N2 
N1 
1011 1010 109 
1012 ○ ○ × 
1011 × 
1010 × 
Comparison of the density variations on N1 and N2 
a = 7km+1.5kmx3 
b = 10km+1.5kmx3 
Simulated image for the Amazon case 
Electron density model: case2 
 
Inclination: 14.79 degrees 
Declination:-14.185 degrees 
 
Number of bubbles:  
1 large + 4 smalls 
Measured cross section of the electron density 
Prof. Watkins at IGARSS2009 
Modelによる解法 
• 相当大変：IGARSS2013 でF. Meyerに期待が
かかったが、成功例の話はでなかった（残念） 
Correction of ionospheric distortions in low frequency interferometric SAR data 
Jun Su Kim;   Danklmayer, A.;   Papathanassiou, K.;   IGARSS), 2011 IEEE International  
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• ＞PALSAR-2 の85MHzは希望かも。 
